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BURRIS:  My name is John Burris, and I'm the executive

director of the Commission on Life Sciences.

ALBERTS:  My name is Bruce Alberts.

Q:  It's nice to give a joint interview then interview each

of you individually.  I want to ask each of you to

reconstruct not the great, day-by-day details of the

"mapping and sequencing the human genome" report, but first

to get your sense of how the Academy report fit into the

history of the human genome project as it evolved in the

period 1985 to 1990.

ALBERTS:  Well, I think John could answer this.  John called

me on the telephone to ask me to be chairman of this

committee.  I knew almost nothing about any of the previous

history, I only learned about it from the things that he
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wrote me later.  In fact, our committee actually didn't go

over the history.  We started with the fact that scientists

had the idea of sequencing the entire human genome.  It was

a controversial and important issue, that the United States

should proceed with this effort.  That was done in the

absence of any history.  Although I subsequently learned

that several people on the committee had been involved in

the very earliest stages, I certainly didn't...

BURRIS:  I think that the activity probably was triggered by

the write-up that appeared in Science, on the meeting that

occurred in Cold Spring Harbor.  And it became clear that

this was an important issue and one that struck a responsive

chord in the biological community.  

The Board on Basic Biology, as it was called then, was

a relatiely new entity, with a mixture of biologists ranging

from ecologists through molecular biologists.  I can't

assign to any specific individual whose idea it was that we

should do something; it was just a general sense "here's an

important hot-breaking topic."  

We got money from a small slush fund, a program

initiation fund, to hold a workshop in August at Woods Hole. 

It was simultaneous with the Board on Basic Biology meeting

at the Commission on Life Sciences.  You've written about

that meeting.  
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It became clear at that meeting that the community was

most certainly not convinced that this was a project that we

should pursue; that is, mapping and sequencing the human

genome.  I think it's very important to keep in mind that in

constructing this study, the question was not "how should we

proceed," but if we should proceed, and if we should

proceed, how then might we proceed.  And there was a strong

sense, from the board at least, that they were most nervous

about sequencing and were most interested in our making some

moderations on mapping.  I think that some people realized

that once you started worrying about mapping, it was going

to lead naturally to sequencing.  

The meeting that we held there--you've got the list of

people that participated--was an interesting one for a

variety of reasons.  Among them it highlighted not only the

interest in doing some sort of project but also the concern

that it not be done in the fashion that was being outlined

by Wally Gilbert, to be quite frank.  I mean, Wally had the

grand scheme of this great center that was going to

sequence.  I think that there were a lot of biologists so

nervous about that particular model--and if you know Wally,

it had to be a... --, and concerned that maybe Wally was

going to push this model.  These people were in favor of

mapping and sequencing, but they wanted the Academy to get

involved.  At that meeting the Board on Biology decided to

proceed and the Commission agreed and we passed an action
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item.  One of the strong urgings of the Board was that we

would approve a chairman who would not be viewed as a

proponent of a large-scale mapping and sequencing effort,

and that's the important word.  Bruce came into the picture

because he'd written his famous article about small...

ALBERTS:  He was sure I'd probably oppose him forever.

BURRIS:  Yeah, thanks to you, they figured this was a safe

guy for chairman.  Anyway, Jim Watson came up to me and

suggested at that meeting the source of funding, which was

McDonnell.[The James S. McDonnell Foundation]  I don't know

how much you want me to continue to talk.

Q:  No, that's great, keep going.

BURRIS:  So he gave me Mike Witunski's name.  Even before we

had any sort of approval by the governing board, I called

Mike, and he said "Send me something." I sent him something,

and literally within a matter of weeks we had the money.  We

did the project for a reasonably small amount by NRC

standards-- $150,000, a cheap price tag.  

It was such a rapid turnaround, and it was so nice in

the sense that the money was from a single donor who had no

appearance of a vested interest in the project.  If it had

been DOE, or if it had been NIH, or if it had been NSF... 
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It was one of those rare instances where I'm sure I probably

could have raised more money and gotten DOE and others to

come onboard.  We got this money like manna from heaven and

it solved all our problems, and we immediately started

putting the committee together.

The most critical decision was who would be chairman,

because we were reasonably sanguine about being able to get

the top people; they'd already come to our meeting at Woods

Hole, and we knew who the top people were.  We were pretty

certain that we could get super-good people on the committee

who would want to make sure we had a chairman who was not

viewed as a strong advocate of the project.  So that's sort

of the background that leads to the first meeting.  And as

you know, Bob, a lot of the effort around here is having

staff meet and arranging the first committee meeting and

getting the best people and getting them onboard.  

One of the other nice aspects of this project was,

because people were so interested in it, we held our first

meeting quite quickly.  I mean, we met in August, got

funding, approval, and I think our first meeting was

September, which was lightning speed around here.  We got

people to change calendars and everything to come to town in

December.  So we were very happy, and very happy with the

composition of the committee.
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Q:  What number of people said "no" when you originally

asked them to serve?

BURRIS:  I'm trying to think.  It's an interesting question

and I'll have to look over my notes.  I think at the most it

was one or perhaps two people who said that they were too

busy or weren't interested.  Interesting, too, because the

Board on Biology was not fully convinced.  Some members

remain not fully convinced to this day that it was something

we should do.

ALBERTS:  In fact, although they might be in favor of

mapping, they certainly didn't want us to get into

sequencing.  In fact, we got messages that we shouldn't even

talk about sequencing.

BURRIS:  Talk about sequencing--that's absolutely right. 

Yet if people read our reports, they'll realize that the

committee was very conscious of that, too.  I mean, we very

much came down on map first, and then put your money up

front for sequencing technology and start sequencing when

you can do it cheaply.

ALBERTS:  But Wally Gilbert was not in favor of that...
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BURRIS:  But you have to recognize that Wally Gilbert was

not around when the committee created its task.

ALBERTS:  Of course, yes.  You remember the first two

meetings, he would give these incredible talks about how

easy this was and we were a bunch of...  We were just

pussyfooting around.  He had this technique, and I can

remember talking about it, I guess it was nests of

deletions, and how this was going to be so simple.  He was

on about five minutes.  He could do the mapping, it would be

all over in about a year or something like that.  It was

incredible, you know.  It was off, it turned out, by a

factor of ten.  I guess Wally is probably a little

optimistic.  He must have behaved this way, this was his

personality when he was involved in industry.  I'm sure this

got him into lots of trouble.   It got to be totally

unrealistic.  Very energetic and upbeat character, but he

really was pushing something that we now absolutely know in

retrospect was...

BURRIS:  That was probably the biggest change, to go from

Wally to Maynard Olson.

ALBERTS:  I mean, like night and day.
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BURRIS:  Because Maynard had...  The committee attacked

this, I thought, in a very systematic fashion.  We learned

the lay of the land, the organizations--what was going on at

NSF and NIH, etc.  Then we held workshops.  It was

interesting because a group of people who on the surface

were the leading lights in molecular biology admitted up

front that most of them hadn't been near the lab for a long

time.  They wanted to know what the hottest people were

doing in the area and what was really feasible.  A real

reality check.  Which was interesting; I think it may have

been a response, I don't know, to Wally's optimism, but they

really wanted to know the truth in all this arm-waving.  So

we had two very good workshops, where we brought people from

England and France plus the top people in the United States. 

A lot of this was Maynard.  Maynard was, for me, one of

the most...  I had a sense that this was a guy that was

really doing it and really could tell you how true all these

grandiose plans and things were, versus everything else

which was sort of on paper and subject to any type of

interpretation.  Maynard was very interesting in that

regard, telling us what really was happening out there, and

how long it was going to take. This whole concept that if it

was going to make improvements they would have to be...
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ALBERTS:  It was Wally or Sydney Brenner.  It was maps and

it was no problem.  Basically you'd hear all this on the one

side.  After Maynard was on the committee, then he would

tell you at lunch that he'd just spoken to John Sulston, who

had just visited St. Louis, and this was completely

nonsense.  I mean, so from weighing things that people who

should have known better were saying, against this reality

check with Maynard but also some of the other people he

visited, I became extremely suspicious of Wally's

statements.  These famous people literally were out of

touch.  I think both Sydney and Lee Hood...  I think it's

simply that the ideas of these methods are very

straightforward and easy to understand, but whenever you go

and you actually practice them, you find that there are

weird exceptions that you can't explain, and things never

work they way they're planned.  DNA sequences behave

differently, depending on the exact sequence.  So it turns

out, in retrospect, that all these methods are extremely

complicated by the exceptions.  The first ninety percent of

anything is very easy; it's the next ten percent that's much

harder than the first ninety percent.

BURRIS:  One of the other striking things (remember I was

not versed in any of this technology to speak of) was the

fellow whose name I don't remember, was either Japanese or

Chinese geneticist, who was actually doing it.[Ellson Chen] 
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He was doing it, a guy that was working full-time burning

out technicians.  He was getting 50,000 base pairs a year. 

We're talking about three billion.  That was very striking

to me, because here was a guy who was focused, there were no

graduate students distracting him.  The company [Genentech]

had put him on this project.  He admitted how slow it was

going and what a burnout it was for technicians.  This is

boring work that people don't particularly like to do.  He

was another person that brought home the reality of it.  

I also called a fellow in England..

Q:  Bart Barrell, the sequencer?

BURRIS:  Yeah.  And asked him about his error rate and how

many base pairs he was actually doing.  Those numbers appear

somewhere in the report.  I figured "here's a guy that's

doing it and has got a sense of what's happening."

Q:  What was your sense of the role that the Academy report

played in the broader policy perspective?  What did you

think, at the front end of the project, about how the report

would be used?  And how do you think it worked as it turned

out?

ALBERTS:  We were just walking into this thing completely

naive.  It seemed to me that this report would probably be
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influential because of the people on it.  I had no real

expectations.  I didn't know the history of this thing, and

I had no sense of previous activity.  Actually, I was

surprised at the time that we picked it up so quickly.  The

thing was adopted.  Basically the NIH adopted it through

their policy very rapidly.  In fact, our encounters with NIH

during the course of the committee meetings gave me the

distinct impression that they weren't interested in this. 

In fact, they made people frustrated by giving us all these

numbers about how much they were spending on exactly the

kind of projects we were talking about, but thereby showing

that they didn't understand the project we were talking

about.  Basically, all the money they were spending on human

genes and human genetics.  And basically theirattitude was

that there was no special project needed because they were

already making huge investments in this area.  That NIH

hesitation was tempered on the other side by people like

David Botstein who had had these wonderful ideas about

mapping and gone and written grants.  In fact, both he and

Maynard had, as I remember, a great deal of trouble getting

funding because of traditional NIH study sections, which,

first of all, don't like to support methods.  Traditionally,

biologists have originated methods and then published them. 

Second of all, the genetics study section had a certain idea

of how you did genetics, and it wasn't by these new

techniques of massive genomic mapping.  That can be quite
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amusing, to get some of the pictures for the new grants, to

see really what...I mean, those are public records, and the

public can always get a real feeling for how the community,

on average, felt about this sort of unorthodox and very

ambitious approach.

BURRIS: As far as its impact, I've been here seven or

eight years, and this report clearly has had the greatest

impact of any report that I've ever worked on.  I suspect

that if I'm here another seven or eight years, it will still

be the report with the greatest impact.  Some of it's due to

the report; a lot of it is due to the scientists.  A lot of

it is due to the composition of the committee.  I think it

was a very good report, and it struck a responsive chord in

a variety of communities because it emphasized mapping up

front and methodology being developed before we go in a

large-scale fashion.  

The timing was good, because there was a lot of

interest.  Perhaps for the first, and maybe the last, time

in history, we came out fast, before somebody else.  We got

out before you.  It was just an issue of the timing that we

got out before the OTA report.  It wasn't a race, it was

just we had a committee dedicated and we got the work done. 

So there was that timing factor.

The final one is that we had a group of proselytizers

on the committee.  Not so much the chairman, who handled
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himself very well at all the congressional hearings and

other activities he participated in.  Look at where the

people on the committee have ended up: Victor McKusick was

head for a while of HUGO; Charlie Cantor was head of the DOE

effort; Jim Watson, head of the NIH effort; Lee Hood,

clearly very actively involved in the NSF Center, and others

in the effort; Sydney went back to England and spent some of

his funds in this particular area.  

ALBERTS:  David Botstein now has a Center, who was an

original proponent.

BURRIS:  And Maynard. [also a Center director]  I mean, I

haven't even listed them all.  Most of these people have

carried on in the project in some shape or form.  It's human

nature that if you're involved in a report and you stay in

that project, you're probably going to think back to some of

these things on that report, so you're going to quote it and

proceed that way.  That was another reason for the timing.

ALBERTS:  I've had people tell me that they didn't really

understand the genome project and they weren't in favor of

it, and then they read the report and they found it a

convincing argument for the project.
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Q:  You know, this is what I wanted to get at.  I hesitate,

as an historian, to insert a judgment, but I can't resist. 

My sense of what the Academy did was articulate the

scientific strategy in an acceptable way. While Charles

DeLisi may have had it in the back of his mind, the initial

three proposals to do the genome project were all in

sequencing, specifically sequencing, and maybe mapping along

the way.  Tell me if this is true and if it matches your

perceptions, and, if so, how it happened.  My sense is that

the genome project got redefined from sequencing the genome

to systematically building up maps and technology that would

allow you do to all sorts of things, including possibly

sequencing the genome.  The sequencing goal went from

primary to subsidiary through a broader vision, and I think

it was your committee that first articulated that.  That was

the most important thing that had to happen at that time.

BURRIS:  Well, that's how, as I've said, we got the support

from a broader scientific community.

ALBERTS:  One thing that I think is probably worthwhile

pointing out--critics have said, published, that the

committee report was a political compromise, in the sense

that we drew things from different communities in order to

get them to buy in.  For example, in sequencing E coli so

that the bacteriological people would support sequencing.
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We'd get a whole bunch of biologists that think they're

going to get something, in basically the same way the Senate

would adjust a bill so that it would have a little bit for

everybody.  That wasn't really true, at least not in my mind

at all.  Basically, the idea was to develop the argument

"how could you actually get something along the way as we

were heading for this human genome goal."  How could you

take that push, that was obviously out there for a lot of

reasons (some that were political) and channel the push

slightly so that it would really do useful biology?  Some

momentum for this project would be diverted from where

DeLisi was pushing it, which would have been ridiculed by

the scientific community because only human genes were

important.  That left us with a lot of information on human

genes that nobody had interpreted.  

How could we actually take this momentum and divert it

in a useful way, so that we could actually get good biology

out of it?  That was the basic idea.  If you included genome

sequencing and mapping for these other model organisms, that

we would actually reap biology from it.  It would yield

throughout the project those things that were interesting in

biology, not distort biology by just emphasizing some goal

that wasn't really scientifically valid.  It's certainly not

an invalid goal, but just because it's human it doesn't

justify looking at that genome exclusively.  What was in the

committee's mind was that there was clearly a push, some
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sense something was going to happen with the human genome,

and something that could be really a disaster--I mean, just

giving you my impression--could be really a disaster if it

ended up being some big technical slugging it out with Japan

just for the wrong reasons and diverting a lot of money in a

wasteful way.  There was a sense that it would be good if we

could relieve that pressure and have all that energy and

pressure diverted in a way that would really do biology good

instead of harm.  That was back there in its mind, and led

to the strategy of the project the way it came out, to make

sure that every step made sense as good biology and that we

didn't stress such a myopic vision that only human biology

is relevant.  Recruiting different factions of the community

was not really the motivating force.  How could we make a

better argument than had been made and maybe garner

resources for doing more and better biology rather than have

resources diverted in a way that might be really destructive

and misleading to the biologists?

BURRIS:  Frankly, I would argue that the political

compromise was going in the other direction, to retain

mapping and sequencing, to retain the word human in the

title of what we were doing.  That was more the conflict. 

The thrust of the project, as outlined, is not the human

genome singular but its multiple genomes.  I think the

astute political aspect to it was you retained "human"
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because of the high appeal, the same way that people justify

all their proposals to NIH, that they're going to cure

cancer or do something like that.  So, in fact, I think the

human part was the political part, not the E. coli and other

parts.

ALBERTS:  Maintaining the "human" as the focus for the

report was the political act.

BURRIS:  And retaining human in the title I think was a very

important political act in that regard.

Q:  Did you have an explicit debate about that?

BURRIS:  I don't know if there was a debate.

Q:  That was the name of your project, as I recall, in the

beginning.

BURRIS  From the beginning, that's right, that was the title

of our project.  But, as you know, titles don't always

correlate with the actual project.  Mapping and Sequencing

the Human Genome was the title of the project, so we just

carried that on.  There was a discussion, I don't remember

it as a debate, but there was a discussion as to whether or

not this is "human" genome, and it's not.  But the title...
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ALBERTS:  Well, I don't think there was much debate. 

Everybody realized it.  There was really no reason to drop

it.

Q:  When you started, after your first meeting, you then

surveyed genetic linkage mapping, physical mapping, and DNA

sequencing.  How did you decide to package things in those

categories, and what debates led you to focus on the

specific steps leading towards what ultimately became the

three major technical components of the project?  That is,

genetic linkage, mapping, physical mapping, and sequencing.

ALBERTS:  You know, mapping was the one single theme.  So

basically the whole report, I guess, as I've said before,

the whole strategy was to have chapters of science of

different subgroups and then work on the chapters from the

technical point of view.  We would describe the problem and

not make recommendations, and work through the science of

the thing before we ever came to make recommendations.  The

idea of that, which turned out to work, was that we should

be able to...agree at the beginning about any conclusions or

recommendations.  

The idea was to postpone to a later meeting any

discussion, which would probably be controversial, of what

we should actually recommend in this report.  We knew anyway

we had to have a report to explain the science and describe
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it.  So we didn't seem to be losing anything to work on the

technical parts first, while we were having these workshops,

and just time enough to get these chapters in shape so that

they would describe the different kinds of mapping, the

problems involved with mapping, the sequencing strategies,

and the problems involved in sequencing.  Then after that

was all done, we'd be more mature and further down the road,

so that the chance of reaching a consensus would be much

greater.  Of course, the other thing that inadvertently

helped was that by the time we'd talked about

recommendations, Wally Gilbert had disappeared and Maynard

had appeared.  I'm not sure, had Wally been there, whether

there might not have been a minority report...

Q:  When did you know that you had some sort of consensus?

ALBERTS:  Well, of course, as we attended the meetings and

started talking to people, bunches of them.  At the

beginning, I can remember talking to Jim Watson about

different views.  At this time, everybody was thinking of

one huge center.  It started with Wally's idea.  This wasn't

the first meeting, we were sort of just playing around with

the idea that you could have competing units.  You know, it

wouldn't make any sense to really have one center.  It

should really start with competing units to try different

things, and have a shake-out of who'd do the jobs and what
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methods would be best.  I remember having this discussion

with Jim at lunch, or on the way to lunch, and at the first

meeting.  To Jim, at that point, it seemed a radical idea. 

So obviously things that in retrospect seem obvious--it's

true of everything in life--things that in retrospect seem

obvious were not at all obvious at the beginning.  I guess

the whole discussion there was of a massive center where

everybody would get together and pool their resources for

this difficult job.  Anyway, from those kinds of discussions

at lunch with the various people and in the evening, it

became clear that we were arriving and people were coming up

with the same kinds of ideas.  Not that I polled everybody. 

I hadn't polled everybody, but it was clear that there was a

substantial majority of people who felt more or less the

same way.  By the time we actually came to discuss

recommendations, it wasn't at all clear that it would be

unanimous...

BURRIS:  That's true.  I think it's interesting.  To the

cottage industry model that, say, David Baltimore had

espoused, this was anathema.  This new model was anathema

and not how biology was done... well, it's probably still

pretty heavily ingrained in biologists whether they

articulate it or not.  And even in the genome project to

this day, I'm convinced, although it's changing.  It is

still a small science project.  It's just a lot of money
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spread around and it may become more centralized in more

centers.  But whether you articulate it or not, it's the

model that almost every one of these people was brought up

in.  Everybody on the committee had been trained, pretty

much all, trained in models.  A couple of investigators, one

or two postdocs, and a technician or two.  And so I think it

was a natural progression, because what you were moving to

was much closer to the normal way of doing business.  What

Wally had proposed, with this center, wherever you wanted to

put it with three hundred people cranking it out, was just

not the way biologists do it.  And he said, "Well, there's

the physics model."  Well, biologists and physicists have

different models of how to do business.  We've not been

traditionally facility-instrument-linked, like the

physicists.

ALBERTS:  It became clear that we really didn't know much

about any of these systems and needed really creative people

to work on them.  There obviously has to be a university to

find creative people, or to get them to move to some

national laboratory.  If you were going to develop these

methods they'd have to be at universities, and no university

was set up.  So, a new effort using universities was the

only way that it could possibly work given the nature of

American science and where the new people were.
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BURRIS:  When you really get down to it, I don't think there

were a lot of people on the same wavelength as Wally.  Maybe

Charlie DeLisi, maybe a few.  But it was just that Wally was

one of the first people there and a Nobel Prize-winner and

very articulate and very persuasive guy.  I don't know to

this day whether he would still think that was the best

model to get it done, or whether he would say that was just

the way to get people thinking about moving forward.  You

know, I've never asked him that question, because he is

perfectly capable of taking an extreme position to get

people to discuss and argue and come out with a decision

that may have been very close to what in reality he wanted. 

He moved the project by proposing this extreme.  He moved

the project off the dime, and then he got everybody worried

and mobilized, thinking and talking and responding and

fearing that it was going to be done his way.  I never have

asked him about that.  I don't know what he would say.  It

certainly triggered people moving, as did DeLisi.  

DeLisi more just because he was DOE and it was this

response from most biologists that, my gosh, we don't

want... we really don't want DOE to lead this project.  Even

though NIH was not showing much enthusiasm, it was pretty

certain that almost every biologist did not want this to be

a DOE-led project.  Participation, yes, but not leading.
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Q:  That leads to the final question.  When you were coming

up with your final recommendations, the main recommendation

was that it made scientific sense to do x, y, and z, and you

mapped out the strategies.  And then there was this

recommendation that (of course you know I'm going to ask

you) there should be one lead agency, but we don't know

which one.  Could you talk a little bit about the committee

process that led to that.

ALBERTS:  Why don't you do that, because that was a mess.

BURRIS:  That was clearly where the committee was moving

into an area outside of their expertise.  We had put this

committee together to have the absolute best scientists that

we could find.  We really weren't charged with recommending

to the government how they should structure or review this

thing.  We were asked: Is it something that should be done,

and how should it be done in a scientific sense?  So we had

not put together a committee with two or three members who

had formally been directors of NIH or had worked in the

national labs or were biopoliticians in the sense of really

having had experience with structure, organization, and

science administration.

In the first recommendation, in the first draft that

went out, we said there should be a committee that should

oversee all the activities, if I remember correctly.  The
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reviewers didn't like that.  It became clear that we had to

take a stronger stand on how it should be done.

ALBERTS:  And we had no lead agency at first.

BURRIS:  Yeah, we had no lead agency.

ALBERTS:  Scientific advisory committee was going to divert

money one way or the other...

BURRIS:  Right, and the scientific advisory committee was

going to operate with the largesse and goodwill of the

various agencies.  They were all going to kick in, were

going to listen to this scientific advisory committee. 

Well, there were several reviewers who said "wake up and

smell the roses."  So we moved to the second point, which

was the lead agency.  But the committee was not meeting by

then.  We moved to the lead agency idea, but it became clear

that (and Bruce can correct me if I'm wrong), but it was

apparent that we had not done the careful thought that was

really going to be necessary to determine who the lead

agency should be once we made that decision.  We hadn't been

charged to do it, we didn't really have the expertise to do

that, but there was a feeling that we had to make some

structural recommendation so that we didn't appear to do all

the science but offer no structure.  So we came up with the
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lead agency idea.  We listed the three apparent lead

agencies, and we listed the pros and cons of those three

agencies--and ducked the question of who should be the lead

agency.  Here I disagree a little bit with your historical

perspective, having read your article.  I don't think that

that was necessarily such a bad course to take.  Because

what it did--by not specifying, just saying there should be

a lead agency, but not specifying--we in a sense allowed DOE

and NIH to continue with their funding for the project.  I

don't think that's been all bad, in the sense that now

they've coordinated, now they've worked it out.  If we had

taken the step and said it should be NIH or DOE, I think

that that would have worked against the project's political

viability.  So what we said in a sense was that there could

be perhaps more than one agency involved, because we didn't

come down on the side of which agency it would be.  Now,

maybe we could have said it should be multiple agencies

coordinated in some way.  But we weren't really constituted

to do that.  So in a way, I think by saying there should be

a lead agency, but not saying who it should be, in fact it

led to the various agencies not worrying too much about it. 

I think if we had said "it has to be NIH," it would have

been a problem, because we would have been accused

immediately of an NIH bias on the committee.  Secondly, we

wouldn't have had unanimity among the committee members.  I

mean, we had some pretty...
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ALBERTS:  Partly because people felt that if we had made it

NIH, the money would come out of traditional biological

research, whereas DOE had a lot of other money that could

bemoved to biology, that was one of the arguments.

BURRIS:  But we also had some people who thought DOE was a

better place to do it.  I mean, we had some believers in

DOE.  Because, let's face it, NIH was somewhat dragged

kicking and screaming into this process.  They didn't want

it.  And yet, within two weeks of the release of our report,

they did a total turnaround, endorsed our report and went

forward.  The politics of NIH, and I'm sure you've

investigated it in other places, and the battle with Ruth

Kirschstein and Jim Wyngaarden and all that sort of stuff--

you could do another oral history.  What our report did is

say "okay, maybe NIH could say we should be the lead agency,

and DOE can say we should be in front."  So it did not shut

the door on any agency.

ALBERTS:  Well, we actually did discuss, I think, the idea

there wouldn't be a lead agency, that somehow there would be

a scientific advisory committee that gave advice to both and

coordinated things.  But people said this would never work,

and that's what's working right now.
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BURRIS:  Well, we were going to have that scientific

advisory committee hand out money; that's a very different

part.  We said, well, if they're just advice, they won't

have any problem.

ALBERTS:  Right, so we discussed something that was like it

is now.

BURRIS:  Right, right.

ALBERTS:  And we said this won't work because they won't

have any power, nobody will listen, and they won't have any

money.

BURRIS:  Right, so now they should have money.  But that

meant that the agencies were going to have to give money to

an extra-agency group of scientists?  Forget it.

ALBERTS:   So, in fact, it was worked out in a way that

nobody expected.

Q:  One process question comes up in this.  You've already

noted that you didn't have the former NIH and DOE director

types, the biopoliticians, on your committee.  You had

already said you were trying to decide whether.  And by the

time the report came out, you had the subsidiary question of
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how.  You had a group that was composed for one purpose, and

then suddenly you realized that you'd have to make a

secondary recommendation.  Now I gather, from what you've

said, well, in fact, I don't gather, I know, without

betraying confidences, clearly some of the people in your

review process were among those people who would be

classified as biopoliticians.  So what you had is a

committee composed one way and whose role changed somewhat.  

BURRIS:  Well, that's one of the great beauties of how this

thing worked.  It really is.  You can put on reviewers who

can bring the savvy. They can give you that sort of savvy

input.  And you have to respond to reviewers, as you know. 

You do not have to agree with what the reviewers say, but

you have to respond.  When reviewers of the stature of some

of our reviewers say, "Look, guys, you're naive.  It's going

to be discredited for this reason," you, as a committee, sit

up and think, "Well, now what can we do about this?"  In

fact, we didn't want this report to be discredited, because

it was a really good report; all the science was very good. 

We didn't want somebody to leap on what we've said, at the

end, and say, "Well, the rest are important foghorns." 

Nobody really jumped on that as problematic.  I mean, if you

really look back at that time, nobody said, "Oh, you guys

are nuts, there can't be a lead agency.  Because that's the

way we do a lot of things in the federal government."  They

looked at the scientists.  When Bruce appeared on the Hill,
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and Jim Watson and others, a lot of concentration was on

"let's get the technology done, let's map."  We really were

able to concentrate on the science.  If we'd gotten too hung

up, if we'd gone and said DOE shouldn't do it, then we

really would have had the people on the Hill or the DOE

advocates hammering on that point and missing the point of

the science.  If we said it shouldn't be NIH, then we got

all that mob hammering on the Hill.  Instead, I think what

people carried away was how to do the project--not the

structure for the project, but how to do it.  It gave

credibility to a project in the community of scientists.

Q:  You're both getting a little tired here.  Do you have

any questions that I should ask you?  Are there things that

you would like to have posterity know?  Are there any things

that you would have changed in the process?

ALBERTS:  Well, the unfortunate thing about the way things

turned out...I guess it's inevitable...but the report was a

success and NIH adopted it very rapidly, got money very

rapidly--in fact, got too much money too rapidly.  The

unfortunate thing, which I guess always happens, is that

when a new program starts, you really can't spend the money

well for the first year.  It would be nice if the first

year's funds could be put away and could be spent any time

in the first three years.  That would make a lot more sense. 
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I think harm was done to the project by the fact that in the

first couple of go-rounds of grants, things got funded in

the RO1 category simply because almost all the things that

were funded we got funded that way.  They weren't of very

high quality, but few got turned down.  About that time, it

became more and more difficult to get grants from NIH for

other kinds of science.  So the contrast between your

neighbor down the hall who doesn't have a grant for three

years or doesn't do very good science now wants to jump in

and get some money doing genome stuff.  If that person's

getting a generous grant and you're not getting your grant

for much better science, which happened, I gather, at tens

of different universities around the country, it leads to a

lot of unhappiness and a backlash against the genome

project.  That led to a lot of letter-writing to all the

agencies of science.  Had the genome project really started

out with the kind of quality people that it has now, it

would have had a much better start.  If there had been a

mechanism of allowing awards at a rate that's adjustable,

not determined by a congressional appropriation but

adjustable to what you think you can really do well, we

would have saved money and the whole program would have been

much better off.  Now I don't know if the government has any

such devices, but...
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Q:  They actually tried, believe it or not, to get a two-

year appropriation.  It got shot down, basically.

ALBERTS:  The government must do this many times with

programs.  It means a lot of waste.  And you're forced to

spend X amount of dollars very quickly.  They want you to

quote a rate that does not match the available resources. 

In the last couple of years, last year particularly, truly

outstanding people who are gifted in this kind of thing

didn't know if they could get NIH grants.  There's a certain

kind of person who does this thing; it's not the great

scientists doing it.  Scientists should be careful, because

they don't want to foster only people very skilled at

developing methods and who love to play with gadgets.  Those

people are the best people in the country who are recruited

into the project.  Most of them have sort of picked up some

other interest as well, but many of them are spending most

of their time on this project.  I really think that in the

next few years the scientists are going to make the project

really credible.  The general idea of having competing

groups of modest size is sound, as against having the

cottage industry approach, which is only the tiny groups, or

the Wally Gilbert approach, which is to have one or two huge

places.  I think that this middle-level approach was the

right one.
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BURRIS:  It was great and a major accomplishment.  I really

reaped the benefits, because we got Bruce Alberts in the

loop, but then at the National Research Council.  Now I've

got him and he's chairing the Commission on Life Sciences.

ALBERTS:  And now we'll solve America's problems. [laughter]

BURRIS:  It was very exciting.  I'm sure you feel the same

way, Bob and Bruce, that, in ten or fifteen years the

benefits from this project are just going to be

astronomical.  I am absolutely convinced that we will be

able to just outline in instance after instance the impacts

and spinoffs.  Maybe they would have come eventually.  

They'll probably say, "well, that would have eventually

happened."  But when you talk about human health and

genetics, it's clearly going to happen earlier.

ALBERTS:  Well, the whole sequencing thing will fall to

biology...

BURRIS:  Well, we just were listening to Mike Claig last

night, who's a plant biologist, an evolutionary biologist,

who, when he started sequencing ribulose disphophate

carboxylates to look at evolutionary relationships, the

first one he did ten years ago took him a year--now he does
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three a week.  Now that's clearly a spinoff, to some extent,

of the human genome project.

ALBERTS:  Pretty soon he'll be doing...

BURRIS:  Yeah, he's doing evolutionary biology on plants

because of the human genome project.  It will keep

accelerating and accelerating.  Now the big problem is going

to be the data management.  That's the next big area--what

we're going to do with it, and all the issues that arise

handling this data, and access to this data, and sanitation

of the data, and reliability of the data.  All those sort of

things I'm sure people are thinking about.  It clearly to me

is the next big issue from the scientific and ethical

perspective.  The ethical issue is not going to go away. 

What are we going to do with all this information that we

now have?  How are we going to put it to the best available

use?

ALBERTS:  Yes, and I think another major spinoff actually is

this ethical analysis, which was needed anyway, but it

didn't have any funding.  It's needed for conventional 

activities being done by both NIH and the DOE, the four

percent, some substantial amount of money. It's really

unusual.  We're looking at how to handle this information

and the ethical and legal problems associated with the new
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biology way before we would have.  I think they're doing it

very well.  I've been very impressed. 

BURRIS:  It's interesting, Eric Juengst, the head of the NIH

ethics program, was one of our ethics advisors.
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